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Introduction
Although adult automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems achieve a good
recognition performance, there is a gap in terms of performance when the same
automatic speech recognition systems are used on children (from two to five
times worse for children speech than for adult speech). This is due to the high
variability in children’s speech and the lack of large amounts of available data for
children. This high variability is present for children of the same age, between the
same children at different ages and also for the same child at the same age. It is
caused by physical and developmental changes in the vocal tract, that lead to
spectral and temporal variability in the acoustic signal, but also by a partial
linguistic and grammatical knowledge which that lead to mispronunciations of
certain patterns and grammatical mistakes [1].
The first step to build a therapy game for children with a speech disorder is to
define a good ASR baseline with healthy children. Towards this goal, I focus my
work on two important points: (1) Adapt acoustic models from adult to children
speech characteristics and (2) incorporate new relevant speaker features, that
can provide complementary information that compensate for the acoustic

Figure 2: DNNs for extracting utterance-level speaker features
(X-vector) [4]
Learning new relevant features

differences of most conventional features

One way to have a robust acoustic model is to concatenate speaker information
with acoustics information (MFCCs) , traditionally these speaker informations are
I-vector (a sort of speaker voice-print that is estimated from each utterance).
Similarly to this approach, I want to create a new speaker representation well
adapted for children. I based my work on X-vector, a neural network alternative of
I-vector. X-vector architecture has three different components (see Figure 2):
1- Frame-level features
2 - Pooling layer
3 -Utterance-level features
Traditionally, as pooling layer community use statistic pooling (mean and secondorder derivation are computed and concatenated). In order to improve this
pooling [4] provided an attention extension of this statistic pooling.

Figure 1: Acoustic Variability Modeling transfer learning (Red:Output,
Blue: Hidden, Grey:I-vector, Green: MFCCs) [2]
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Adapt acoustic model from adult to children using transfer learning
One way explored to solve this variability and lack of data for children speech is
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to adapt an adult acoustic model to children acoustic characteristics using
transfer learning methods [2,3] (see Figure 1). My first baseline results on
Portuguese data (see Table 1) show that transfer learning methods are relevant
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